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27 Abstract In this paper, we present findings on moderation of synchronous, small-group 
argumentation in blended, co-located learning environments. Drawing on 
findings from the literature on human facilitation of dialogue in face-to-face 
settings, we first elaborate on the potential promise of this new practice. 
However, little is known about what constitutes effective human facilitation in 
synchronous e-discussions. A multi-method exploratory approach was then 
adopted to provide first insights into some of the difficulties and characteristics 
of moderation in these settings. To this end, we focused on (1) students’ 
perspectives on what constitutes effective e-moderation of synchronous peer 
argumentation in classrooms and (2) the relations between characteristics of 
actual and perceived moderation effectiveness. The analyses presented in this 
paper reveal that the role of the e-moderator in synchronous peer discussions 
is a complex one and that expectations from e-moderators seem at times even 
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communication formats (e.g., asynchronous, face-to-face) show that insights on 
effective instructional practices in these formats cannot be simply transferred to 
synchronous communication formats. We close this paper by briefly describing 
a tool that provides real-time support for e-moderators of synchronous group 
discussions, and whose development had been sparked by these findings in a 
further cycle of our design research program. Several questions and 
hypotheses are articulated to be investigated in future research, both with these 
new tools and in general. 
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11Abstract In this paper, we present findings on moderation of synchronous, small-group
12argumentation in blended, co-located learning environments. Drawing on findings from the
13literature on human facilitation of dialogue in face-to-face settings, we first elaborate on the
14potential promise of this new practice. However, little is known about what constitutes
15effective human facilitation in synchronous e-discussions. A multi-method exploratory
16approach was then adopted to provide first insights into some of the difficulties and
17characteristics of moderation in these settings. To this end, we focused on (1) students’
18perspectives on what constitutes effective e-moderation of synchronous peer argumentation
19in classrooms and (2) the relations between characteristics of actual and perceived
20moderation effectiveness. The analyses presented in this paper reveal that the role of the
21e-moderator in synchronous peer discussions is a complex one and that expectations from
22e-moderators seem at times even contradictory. Also, comparisons with findings on
23moderation in other communication formats (e.g., asynchronous, face-to-face) show that
24insights on effective instructional practices in these formats cannot be simply transferred to
25synchronous communication formats. We close this paper by briefly describing a tool that
26provides real-time support for e-moderators of synchronous group discussions, and whose
27development had been sparked by these findings in a further cycle of our design research
28program. Several questions and hypotheses are articulated to be investigated in future
29research, both with these new tools and in general.
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33Research on computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) is deeply rooted in
34constructivism. It intensively focuses on how productive peer collaboration can be
35stimulated and sustained in computer-mediated environments and how these collaborative
36activities facilitate learning. Within the field of e-argumentation, for example, it has been
37found that providing sentence openers (Cho and Jonassen 2002; Jeong and Joung 2007),
38software-embedded collaboration scripts (e.g., Stegmann et al. 2007), and representational
39guidance (Schwarz and Glassner 2007; Suthers 2003) may improve the quality of online
40argumentation. Others have argued that it is the medium itself that may facilitate important
41aspects of group argumentation (Asterhan and Eisenmann 2009; Baker and Lund 1997;
42Kim et al. 2007). These include, among others, the increased explicitness (because of the
43persistence of textual messages on screen), more preciseness in articulating arguments
44(because of the lack of nonverbal communication cues), and more willingness to express
45alternative views and critique ideas (because of the decreased influence of social status).
46However, whereas important insights have been gained with regard to the effects of task
47and tool design on collaborative learning processes, the role of the human instructor in
48CSCL has not been considered with the same intensity as it could have been (McPherson
49and Nunes 2004; Lentell and O’Rourke 2004; Lund 2004). In this paper, we focus on one
50particular aspect of this role, namely, online human moderation of synchronous peer
51discussions in co-located classroom settings.
52Computer-mediated discussions in co-located classrooms combine the aforementioned
53advantages of textual CMC with those of classroom settings, in which students and
54instructors not only share a physical space, but also a common set of behavioral norms and
55a common history. Recent research has shown that CMC in classrooms may offer several
56advantages, especially with regard to the social-interactive aspects of classroom discussions
57(Asterhan and Eisenmann 2009): When asked to compare their experiences with face-to-
58face (F2F) classroom discussions, students reported that student participation was more
59egalitarian, that they felt more comfortable to freely express their ideas, and that they
60engaged in more peer-to-peer interaction. In addition, they also reported experiencing much
61less classroom interruptions and disturbances in computer-mediated classroom discussions.
62The question is, however, how can teachers make sure that what goes on in the digital
63environments meets the intended educational goal of the activity? They may share a
64physical space, but unless they go online themselves, teachers will have little knowledge
65about the content of the discussions. Also, when they do go online, how could they best
66support their students’ efforts?
67We will show that the literature has, in fact, little to offer about what constitutes effective
68online human support of synchronous discussions. The necessary larger context of our
69investigation then concerns the literature on human facilitation of peer dialogue in other
70settings, such as in face-to-face interactions and in distant, asynchronous e-learning
71environments. We will, therefore, first present overviews of these two literatures and
72summarize their main findings on how to effectively support productive peer dialogue. We
73will then discuss in what ways these two settings are distinctively different from
74synchronous communication formats, and argue that these differences justify a separate
75investigation into human facilitation in synchronous formats.
76The overarching goal of the empirical studies presented in this paper is then to obtain
77first insights into online human guidance of synchronous small-group discussions and to
78compare these with the findings from the literature on face-to-face and asynchronous
79settings. Because of the embryonic state of this line of research, we will adopt an
80exploratory research approach and triangulate different research tools. Let us begin with
81what can be learned from human facilitation in face-to-face peer dialogues.

C.S.C. Asterhan, B.B. Schwarz
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82Effective human facilitation of student reasoning in face-to-face settings: The power
83of generic, low-content scaffolding

84An increasing number of studies have found that the extent to which students learn from
85collaborative activities depends on the depth and the quality of the dialogue peers engage
86in. Dialogue moves that have been identified as predictors of individual learning gains
87include explaining ideas to others Q1(Coleman 1998), producing and receiving elaborated help
88(Webb 2009; Webb and Palincsar 1996), elaborating on each other’s ideas and problem
89solving (King and Rosenshine 1993; van Boxtel et al. 2000), and engaging in reasoned
90argumentation (Asterhan and Schwarz 2007, 2009; Chin and Osborne 2010; de Vries et al.
912002; Schwarz et al. 2000).
92However, groups do not necessarily engage in these types of dialogue without support
93(Webb 2009). Among others, prior to the task, students should be prepared for collaborative
94work and given appropriate and explicit instructions (Asterhan and Schwarz 2007; Chinn et
95al. 2001; Gillies 2003, 2004; Howe 2009; Nussbaum 2005; Mercer et al. 2004; Reznitskaya
96et al. 2007). Moreover, task designs should be specifically structured to increase the
97likelihood that students engage in productive talk (e.g., Andriessen and Schwarz 2009;
98King and Rosenshine 1993; Q2Palinscar and Brown 1989). Many have recommended that, in
99addition to these, instructors should also monitor small-group dialogue during the
100collaborative tasks and intervene when necessary (Cohen 1994; Tolmie et al. 2005; Webb
1012009).
102The question is, however, what type of human support during group work improves
103group functioning? Several recent studies seem to indicate that low-content teacher
104interventions that aim at eliciting student thinking are more effective in sustaining
105productive student dialogue than providing explicit, content-specific help explanations and
106instructions: For example, Q1Web et al. (2008) found that such teacher interventions nearly
107always produced more student explaining and often resulted in better group performance.
108Similarly, Chiu (2004) found that providing low-content help and issuing few directives
109benefited student group performance, both in the presence of the teacher as well as after (s)
110he had left. Gillies (2004) trained teachers to implement cooperative learning techniques in
111the classroom. Several of these teachers also received additional training in specific
112communication skills to support productive group dialogue. For example, they were trained
113to probe student reasoning, to acknowledge and validate their ideas, and to offer
114suggestions in a tentative way. Her observations of teachers engaging with groups showed
115that the teachers who received the additional training actively scaffolded group performance
116and reasoning, whereas the other teachers were much more controlling, disciplining, and
117directive during children’s group work. The behavior of students in the former condition
118showed that they more often expanded on each others’ ideas, asked more questions, and
119exhibited greater learning gains than did the students of teachers who did not receive the
120communication skills training. These findings were replicated and extended in a follow-up
121study ( Q1Gillies 2009). The importance of human support that focuses on eliciting student
122reasoning rather than providing direct expert feedback has also been emphasized in the
123literature on problem-based learning among adult medical students (e.g., Dolmans et al.
1242002; Hmelo and Barrows 2006).
125The findings on effective teacher support for peer-to-peer dialogue seem to corroborate
126with findings from the literature on two other forms of instructional discourse, namely, one-
127on-one tutoring and teacher-led classroom discourse: As for the first, Chi and colleagues
128have shown that tutoring styles that scaffold the tutee’s own reasoning and explanation are
129more effective to the learning process than are more “didactic” tutoring styles that contain
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130explanations and direct feedback (e.g., Chi et al. 2001; Chi et al. 2008). Effective tutor
131prompts included, among others, the following generic prompts: “Can you explain X,” or
132“Articulate X with your own words,” “What do you think about the issue?”, “Could you
133add anything else about X?” (for similar approaches, see also Baker and Lund 1997; Mercer
1341995; Wegerif 1996).
135Similarly, the literature on teachers’ discourse in classroom instruction has shown that
136recitation-style discourse patterns such as Inquire-Response-Evaluate (IRE) ( Q1Cazden 2001)
137limit students’ participation in high-quality discourse. Resnick and colleagues (Resnick et
138al. 2010; Michaels et al. 2007) identified a number of specific teacher moves that produce
139qualitatively high forms of student participation in classroom discussions. These include,
140among others, asking students to restate someone else’s reasoning (“Can you repeat what he
141just said in your own words?”), asking students to apply their own reasoning to someone
142else’s (“Do you agree or disagree and why?”), prompting students for further elaboration
143(“Would you like to add on?”), challenge ideas (“Is this always true?”), and asking students
144to explicate their reasoning (“Why do you think that?”).
145Taken together, the literature on teacher and tutor moves that effectively support
146productive dialogue in educational settings reveal similar findings: Both in small-group,
147one-on-one tutoring as well as whole classroom discourse, effective teacher support can
148best be described as one that aims to elicit students’ thinking and reasoning. It is striking
149that in all three fields the more common types of effective tutor moves are generic
150scaffolding prompts, such as “Why do you think X?”, that can be applied to almost any
151content area In contrast to more directive or “didactic” moves (such as providing content-
152related feedback and providing the correct explanation), these scaffolds are directed at
153prompting the individual student to clearly articulate their knowledge in a public realm, to
154elaborate on the reasons behind their responses, and to relate to the ideas of others.
155The question is, however, whether these support strategies will also be found to be
156effective for promoting productive dialogue in other communication formats, such as
157computer-mediated communication (CMC)?

158The consideration of human facilitation in CSCL environments

159With the ever-increasing integration of CMC tools in learning settings, many tutors and
160teachers are asked to contribute to their institution’s online courses or to blend their face-to-
161face teaching practices with computer-mediated activities. Several pedagogical approaches
162have been developed to describe what the role of the instructor should be in these (partly)
163virtual learning environments (e.g., Berge 1995; Collison et al. 2000; Goodyear et al. 2001;
164Laurillard 1993; Mason and Kaye 1989; Paloff and Pratt 2001; Salmon 2000). These
165pedagogical frameworks all consider the role and responsibilities of the human instructor
166(often referred to as the e-moderator) and are based on extensive experience in e-course
167development in post-secondary education settings, such as Open Universities. They are,
168therefore, particularly helpful for understanding and designing distant-learning environ-
169ments, such as adult e-courses. What is characteristic of these settings is that learners are
170spatially and often temporally distributed, almost all instructor-learner and learner-learner
171communication is computer-mediated and asynchronous, and there are no-to-few F2F
172meetings. It is, therefore, not surprising that these frameworks emphasize motivation and
173socialization as necessary ingredients of e-moderation to ensure active student participation
174and prevent attrition from e-courses.

C.S.C. Asterhan, B.B. Schwarz
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175Whereas the development of pedagogical frameworks is important in its own right, the
176number of empirical research works that specifically focuses on human support during
177CSCL is still relatively small. However, the number of research-based works is rapidly
178growing, both on human facilitation in e-courses (e.g., De Laat et al. 2007; Goodyear et al.
1792001; Hlapanis et al. 2006; Katz and O’Donnell 1999; Mazzolini and Maddison 2003;
180Packham et al. 2006) as well as more specifically on human support of a-synchronous
181discussions (e.g., Anderson et al. 2001; Lakkala et al. 2001; Lim and Cheah 2003). Much of
182this research has focused on the role of the human instructor in these online environments.
183For example, Mazzolini and Maddison (2003) showed that intervention frequency may vary
184from high (the “sage on the stage”), to moderate (the “guide on the side”), and even low
185(the “ghost in the wings”). The e-moderation literature generally suggests that it is
186important that instructors play an active, visible part in online discussions, especially in
187distant, asynchronous settings (Berge 1995; Salmon and Giles 1997; Salmon 2000).
188However, too much intervention may dampen students’ motivation to actively participate.
189Mazzolini and Maddison (2003), for instance, showed that the number of postings
190contributed by an e-tutor was negatively related with length of discussions in an
191asynchronous discussion board environment. A considerable amount of attention has also
192been dedicated to the identification of the different roles that an e-instructor is required to
193fulfill in online environments (e.g., Anderson et al. 2001; Berge 1995; Goodyear et al.
1942001; Packham et al. 2006), even though the exact number and their respective
195specifications vary among researchers (see, for example, Denise et al. 2004 for an
196overview of different approaches).
197Lund (2004) reviewed and summarized many of these different distinctions and
198definitions, and proposed the following taxonomy of human supportive roles in CSCL:
199Pedagogical support aims at the students’ learning, whether in terms of content or thinking
200skills, by providing factual information, scaffolding reasoning and knowledge construction,
201controlling the focus of attention, providing explanations, and so on. In line with the
202research on teacher support in face-to-face discussion settings, we propose to refine Lund’s
203taxonomy by distinguishing between at least two different forms of pedagogical support:
204support that aims at eliciting student thinking and reasoning without providing direct,
205content-specific help, and direct instruction that aims at providing direct feedback and
206explanations. Social support focuses on the social relations between the discussants, on
207maintaining high levels of motivation, and on maintaining a pleasant atmosphere.
208Interaction support, on the other hand, aims at ensuring that students participate, are
209responsive to each other, and do not overlap each others’ contributions. Finally, managerial
210support focuses on task design, completion, and monitoring and technical support aims at
211detecting operational and technical difficulties with the software and providing help
212accordingly.
213For example, Packham et al. (2006) asked students and tutors to define what they
214consider effective e-course moderation within a distant-learning environment that included
215an asynchronous communication component. They found that effective support in this
216environment was defined in terms of the quality of feedback (Pedagogical support, without
217further specification), moderator encouragement and presence (Social support), and module
218management and organization (Managerial support). Other analyses corroborate with these
219findings (e.g., Anderson et al. 2001; Berge 1995; Goodyear et al. 2001; McPherson and
220Nunes 2004).
221The present study aims to contribute to this growing body of knowledge, by focusing on
222the more specific case of synchronous small-group discussions in co-located classroom
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223settings. As mentioned by Lund (2004), different characteristics of CSCL environments
224impose different constraints on the human support that it affords, which, in turn, may affect
225effectiveness and desirability of certain types of human support over others. Thus, even
226though there is a considerable literature on e-moderation, much of this may prove to be of
227limited relevance to synchronous group communication in classroom settings, as it assumes
228distributed and/or asynchronous contexts.

229Human guidance of synchronous discussions in co-located classrooms

230The settings of synchronous, co-located CMC are, in many ways, more similar to face-to-
231face classroom discussions, than they are to distributed CMC: Participants share the same
232physical space, they know each other and the teacher for some time, and the online
233discussions are embedded in a sequence of F2F classroom activities (Asterhan and
234Eisenmann 2009). Certain forms of human support, such as managerial and social support,
235may, thus, be less relevant in this type of setting.
236In addition, engaging in synchronous group communication is, in multiple ways,
237different from asynchronous CMC (e.g., Cress et al. 2009; Veerman et al. 2000). Among
238other differences, the time frame is significantly shorter, discussants are concurrently
239receiving and sending multiple messages at a high pace, individual contributions are usually
240shorter, the dynamics of communication are more similar to F2F formats, the
241communication is usually not threaded by default, and moderation has to be accomplished
242in real time. Not only is the role of the moderator likely to be more demanding in terms of
243time pressure and cognitive load (Packham et al. 2006), differences in software affordances
244and the very nature of synchronous group communication may also change the definition of
245what constitutes effective support in such environments, and what is expected from a
246discussion moderator.
247In a previous study, we described and distinguished different moderation styles of
248synchronous group argumentation in classroom settings: authoritative, observing, scaffold-
249ing, orchestrating, and participative (Asterhan, submitted). Similarly, Walker (2004) has
250presented several examples of how adult tutors guide out-of-school, large-group peer
251discussions on everyday topics. The most common type of moves that tutors used in these
252settings were probing students to provide more information on a topic or probing them to
253explain their opinion. However, little is known about how students experience and evaluate
254moderation efforts and which moderator interventions are (in)effective in these settings.

255The present study

256In the present study, we then address e-moderation of synchronous, co-located discussions.
257This topic is addressed in two separate, yet related sets of analyses: In the first set, we seek
258to explore students’ perspectives on human support of synchronous peer discussions and
259what they consider attributes of effective support. These findings are then compared with
260similar studies that focused on such attributes in asynchronous and distant formats. In the
261second set, we aim to identify which moderator interventions are more effective than others
262in this setting. In particular, we seek to explore whether pedagogical support of the content-
263free scaffolding type is frequently used in online guidance, and if so, whether this type of
264support is as effective in promoting high-quality peer discourse, as it has been found to be
265in face-to-face settings.

C.S.C. Asterhan, B.B. Schwarz
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266Whereas in the first set of analyses, data is collected with the help of self-report
267questionnaires, in the second set, we rely on protocol analyses and student evaluations of
268the tutor’s behavior. All data is collected from in-vivo classroom settings, in which students
269and teachers/tutors had participated in synchronous discussions on controversial issues.
270These activities were embedded in the regular curriculum of three middle school classes
271and one graduate course. The discussion tool that was employed for this study was a
272diagram-based discussion environment called Digalo (Schwarz and De Groot 2007), which
273we will shortly describe in the next section.

274Diagram-based software for argumentation

275Digalo (http://www.argunaut.org) enables synchronous, textual talk through mediation of
276diagrams, where each geometrical shape represents a different dialogical move. Over the
277years, we have reported on several studies with different versions of this software (e.g.,
278Asterhan and Eisenmann 2009; Schwarz et al. 2009; Schwarz and de Groot 2007; Schwarz
279and Glassner 2007). Figure 1 presents a screenshot of a Digalo map, for illustration.
280However, given the multiple uses of diagram-based representational tools in CSCL
281research, and in particular for argumentation, we feel that a clarification of the software and
282its usage in our classroom studies is appropriate:

Fig. 1 Illustrative screen shot of a moderated Digalo discussion map (moderator contributions in yellow, all
original postings in Hebrew)

Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning
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283In Digalo discussions, users have to choose a particular contribution shape from a fixed
284set of options (e.g., argument, claim, question, explanation), write their contribution to the
285discussion in the shape, and link it to one or more contributions in the discussion map.
286These links express relations between contributions, that is, whether one is in agreement
287with, opposes, or is neutral toward the content of the other contribution. Thus, the
288discussion itself is mediated through geometrical shapes and arrows, and not used aside
289(after) a chat-based discussion as a representational tool to depict the evolving (completed)
290argumentative structure of the dialogue (for such tools, see, for example, Lund et al. 2007;
291Van Amelsvoort et al. 2007; Veerman et al. 2000). Thus in Digalo, the representational
292guidance of a diagram-based interface (Van Amelsvoort et al. 2007) is part of the discussion
293activity itself.
294We are not aware of any studies that have compared the use of diagrams as the medium
295for discussion with using diagrams as representational tools before, alongside, or after a
296chat-mediated discussion, and this may be an interesting topic for future research.
297Nevertheless, there are two main reasons for why we prefer this type of discussion
298environment over the more commonly used tools, such as chat and threaded discussion
299forums: First of all, the use of arrows which express a stance of being in support of or
300against a certain textual contribution and the use of shapes that express different dialogue
301moves are likely to emphasize and scaffold the argumentative features of a discussion

Q1302(Schwarz et al. 2003; van Amelsvoort et al. 2007). As Lund et al. (2007) concluded, “(...)
303marking one’s opinion is easier ‘on the fly’ (...) than when painstakingly locating and
304transposing arguments from chat.”
305The second reason for choosing Digalo over more commonly used discussion tools is
306much more mundane: Synchronous group discussions are characterized by a rapid pace of
307simultaneously posted discussion contributions. In commonly used discussion software,
308such as instant messaging and threaded discussion forums, turn adjacency is organized
309vertically and based on chronological precedence (Asterhan and Eisenmann 2009). When
310more than two students simultaneously participate, this quickly creates conversational
311incoherence (McAlister et al. 2004): Unrelated messages from other participants often
312intervene between an initiating message and its response (Condon and Cech 1996; Marvin
3131995) and discussants tend to focus mainly on recently posted messages (Hewitt 2003). In
314discussion environments such as Digalo, jigaDREW (Lund et al. 2007), and Knowledge
315Forum (Scardamalia and Bereiter 2006), participants are free to post their contributions
316anywhere in a two-dimensional discussion map and link it to whatever contribution(s) they
317chose. With several different, but interconnected discussion threads going on at the same
318time and students moving between these threads, this flexibility is an advantage (Asterhan
319and Eisenmann 2009).

320Method

321Participants

322The first sample consisted of 74 pupils from three 9th-grade classrooms of a junior high
323school in northern Israel. The second sample included 16 graduate students (12 discussants
324and four peer moderators) from the Education Department at the Hebrew University of
325Jerusalem who participated in a course on educational technology in the classroom.

C.S.C. Asterhan, B.B. Schwarz
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326Tools

327As aforementioned, student discussions and e-moderation were conducted in the Digalo
328discussion environment. At the discussion map level, only the titles of a contribution are
329visible. However, when hovering over a shape with the mouse, participants can see its
330content with the help of tooltips. Each shape contains a number (expressing chronological
331order of postings) and an icon (personalizing the participant that posted it).
332Students are always instructed beforehand about dialogical argumentation and are
333encouraged to choose proper ontological categories (shapes) for their dialogue contribu-
334tions. However, the use of the shapes is only a suggestion and students often do not use
335them properly in the heat of synchronous e-discussions (Schwarz and Glassner 2007). The
336context in which we collected the data on online human guidance was one in which the
337moderator and the discussants shared the same end-user environment. In other words,
338moderator communications could be seen by all discussants and were an integrative part of
339the discussion map. To distinguish between moderator and discussant contributions, the
340latter were colored (see Fig. 1).

341Procedure

342A general description of the settings Within the instructional tradition that has been
343developed over the years in the Kishurim group at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Q1344(Schwarz and Glassner 2003; Schwarz and de Groot 2007), e-discussions are integrated into
345learning sequences that include different combinations of the following activities:
346individual or collective reading of texts, oral classroom discussions, frontal teaching
347episodes, individual preparation of materials, summary and classroom presentations of
348results. In each of its educational involvements, the teachers that participate in the Kishurim
349program are encouraged to gradually instill dialogic-dialectical norms of discussion,
350according to which students are expected to provide reasons for their viewpoints, to refer to
351each other, and to scrutinize their and others’ views critically (Schwarz and de Groot 2007).
352Accordingly, the experiments reported here were preceded by classroom activities in which
353these norms had been favored, yet this process was still very much at its beginning stage at
354the time of this study. The students that participated in this study should, therefore, by no
355means be idealized as experienced debaters, nor should the classroom settings in which the
356study was situated be considered as revolutionarily different from normative classrooms.
357Prior to the moderated Digalo sessions we report on here, students in both samples had
358participated in one Digalo-mediated, small-group discussion on a different topic. They had
359quickly mastered the tool and seemed to use it with ease.
360During the Digalo discussions, participants are instructed to communicate with each
361other through digital channels only, and to refrain from F2F communication. Group size for
362e-discussions in these contexts is typically 4±1 and synchronous Digalo discussions
363typically last between 30 to 50 min. Group formation is done in collaboration with teachers
364and is based on the creation of heterogeneous groups (both socially as well as with regard
365to competence), while ensuring that each group includes at least one “starter,” that is, a
366person identified by the teacher to be capable of getting the discussion going.

367Specific procedures relating to moderation aspects All the discussions in both samples
368were conducted in authentic, co-located classroom settings, in the facilities’ computer labs
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369(one student per computer). Students and moderators from both samples had first
370experienced participation in unmoderated Digalo discussions before participating in this
371study. Similarly, all moderators were first-time e-moderators. Each group was assigned one
372moderator. Discussants and moderators can only read and participate in the discussion map
373they are assigned to.

374In the ninth-grade sample, the discussions were conducted in the school’s computer lab,
375during regular school hours. In each session, three moderated groups of four students
376simultaneously conducted discussions on the same topic. Even though the teacher
377moderators (three different teacher moderators in each session) were all present and visible
378to everyone, discussants could not know which one of the adults was the moderator in their
379particular discussion.
380Moderators in the university sample were assigned as first-time peer tutors, who had
381been selected and informed of their role a week beforehand so that they could prepare
382themselves on the topic of discussion. They were instructed to moderate as they believed
383appropriate.
384In both samples, the topics of all e-discussions concerned ill-structured problems that
385related to social and/or moral dilemmas relevant to the curricular topic that was the focus of
386instruction at that time within the school year. Following the moderated discussions,
387students were administered a short questionnaire on e-moderation that was adapted to age
388group. The goal of the questionnaire was to obtain direct information from students on what
389they perceive to be important attributes of e-moderation in synchronous argumentation.
390Because of the exploratory nature of the research at this stage of data collection, we
391preferred an open question format to gain as much information as possible. In the
392undergraduate sample, questionnaires were administered immediately following the
393moderated discussions and included the following questions:

394395Name three attributes of good moderation
396397Name three attributes of poor moderation
398399Please describe how you experienced the moderation of the discussion you just
400participated in
401

402Because this type of direct question concerning attributes of e-moderation was not
403considered adequate for junior high school students, the questions were adapted for this age
404group into a more personalized format (the computer-mediated discussions were referred to
405as “Digalo discussions” for easy referral):

406407Do you think the teacher moderation in a Digalo discussion is important? Yes / No,
408please elaborate.
409410What type of teacher interventions did you particularly like and dislike during the
411Digalo discussion?
412413What type of teacher moderation would you like to receive during a Digalo
414discussion?
415

416They were administered approximately 7 days following the moderated sessions.

417Results and discussion

418The results for each research question will be separately presented and discussed: Part 1
419includes findings from self-report questionnaires that assessed students’ perceptions
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420concerning effective human support of synchronous peer argumentation. Part 2, on the
421other hand, is dedicated to qualitative analyses of dialogue protocols to identify more and
422less effective tutor interventions.

423Part 1: What do students perceive as effective human support of synchronous
424argumentation?

425Ninth-grade sample Table 1 presents the percentage of ninth graders that responded that
426they considered teacher moderation important or not. Overall, 68% of students indicated
427that moderation is important. However, when this was broken down by gender, we found
428clear differences between the male and female pupils: More than half of the boys, but only
4296% of the girls, indicated that they did not want teacher moderation or gave reasons both in
430favor and against it.We then analyzed and categorized the reasons that these junior high
431school pupils gave for their responses in favor (see Table 2) or against teacher moderation
432(see Table 3) by adopting a data-driven, inductive approach: We first identified several
433different response categories for the reasons that students mentioned in favor and against e-
434moderation. One third of the total number of student responses was then analyzed by two
435independent raters. Inter-rater agreement was high (96%).
436Table 2 shows that most of the reasons that students mentioned in favor of teacher
437moderation echoed traditional perspectives on the teacher’s role: Almost half of them
438claimed that the teacher is important to keep the students on task, 20% stated that (s)he is
439needed to supervise the activity, and 20% mentioned that (s)he has to help those that cannot
440manage by themselves. On the other hand, one third of the students mentioned that teacher
441moderation is important for reasons of scaffolding critical thinking and knowledge
442construction. Only one student mentioned the role of the teacher moderator as someone
443who guides the collaboration.
444From the reasons they mentioned, it appeared that most of the students who expressed
445that teacher moderation is not important, in fact resisted teacher moderation. The majority
446of reasons alluded to autonomy: Students reported that they should be able to freely express
447their own opinions, to work and collaborate independently and without teacher interference.
448A quarter of them mentioned that teacher moderation is not really helpful.
449The two additional items on the questionnaire referred to the type of moderator actions
450the students particularly (dis)liked during their session and what type of moderation they
451would like to receive during Digalo discussions. Because the students’ responses on these
452two questions were very similar, we did not calculate prevalence of response categories, but
453instead collapsed the data and will report on the most common responses. Students
454expressed that they particularly appreciate and would like teacher moderators to:

455▪ Ask scaffolding questions that lead to insight and better understanding
456▪ Keep the discussion focused

t1.1 Table 1 Relative frequency of ninth graders’ responses concerning the importance of teacher moderation
(N=74 pupils)

t1.2 Gender Student responses

t1.3 Important Not important Both No response

t1.4 Girls (n=32) 85% 3% 3% 9%

t1.5 Boys (n=42) 45% 38% 16% 3%
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457▪ Help out those who need help
458▪ Maintain a personal relation with the students
459▪ Refrain from taking control of the discussion or try and change students’ opinions

460Graduate students sample We collapsed the questionnaire’s first two items on students’
461perceived attributes of good and poor moderation and identified seven different main
462categories of moderation attributes (see Table 4).1 A large number of the attributes
463mentioned by students referred to the moderator’s presence within the discussion. They
464referred to moderator involvement (e.g., “involved and active,” “is aware of and interested
465in what is going on in the discussion”), to the speed of his/her responses (e.g., “he has to be
466fast,” “ quick enough to respond and relate to everyone”), to his/her being active in the
467discussions (e.g., “does not watch passively from the sidelines”) and keeping the discussion
468focused (e.g., “directs the discussion”).
469An additional group of prevalent responses are those that related to the moderator’s
470objectivity and neutrality on the topic of discussion and adequate behavior that supports this
471neutrality (i.e., being tolerant, supportive, and pleasant). Examples of responses in this
472category are, among others, “A person that does not rule out other opinions, but treats them
473equally,” “is not blunt and impatient,” “does not impose his own opinion on the
474discussion,” “creates a pleasant atmosphere,” and “a bad moderator lets his own opinion
475take control of the discussion.”
476The category of mediation for critical reasoning includes those responses that, for
477example, referred to the moderator as the one that “raises perspectives that have not been
478touched upon in the discussion,” “asks stimulating questions,” “encourages elaboration of
479ideas,” and “encourages expression of different opinions.”
480Aspects of good moderation that alluded to the encouragement of participation and
481students’ mutual responsiveness were assigned to the category Guides the interaction.
482Students mentioned organizational (i.e., spatial organization of the map) and technical
483assistance only sporadically, four times and once respectively.

1 Students' personal evaluations of the moderator in their session will be discussed in part II of this paper, and
are, therefore, not presented here.

t2.1 Table 2 Relative frequency of different reasons that were mentioned by ninth graders in favor of teacher
moderation (N=52 pupils)

t2.2 Category (x) f(x) Rel.f(x) Examples

t2.3 Maintain focus 25 48% “when we get side-tracked from the topic of discussion, she
directs us back to it”

t2.4 Scaffolding: Deepening and
widening

15 29% “she introduces new perspectives” “directs me to improve
my thinking”

t2.5 Supervision 11 21% “to supervise the discussion, and I am not just saying that”

t2.6 Help-seeking 11 21% “to direct and help out those who find it difficult”, “help”

t2.7 Teacher standpoint and
participation

4 8% “to hear her opinion”, “to have her participate in the
discussion”,

t2.8 Promote collaboration 1 2% “encourage those that do not participate”
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484Discussion In this study, we asked students in higher and secondary education about
485effective moderation of synchronous argumentative discussions. First of all, it is striking
486that some moderation aspects were not mentioned often: Interaction support—such as
487encouraging the rate of participation, controlling turn taking, and encouraging interpersonal
488interaction and responsiveness (Lund 2004)—was hardly mentioned in either sample. It
489seems that unlike in F2F classroom discussions, in e-discussions there is no need for
490controlling turn taking, because messages can be simultaneously posted. Interactional
491support in asynchronous learning environments, on the other hand, focuses on increasing
492discussant participation and responsiveness to avoid topic decay and low rates of
493contributions (e.g., Gilbert and Moore 1998). However, the need for this type of
494interactional support is reduced in synchronous communication formats, because
495participants are online at the same moment and are dedicated to interaction for a certain
496predefined time interval. Students neither mentioned technical nor managerial/organiza-
497tional support (Lund 2004) as critical aspects of effective moderation of synchronous
498argumentation. In contrast, organizational support has been found important for effective
499moderation of learning in e-courses (Packham et al. 2006). However, even though
500synchronous discussions are part of a learning sequence, which is organized and

t4.1 Table 4 Categories of good tutor moderation and their prevalence, as perceived by graduate students (N=85
responses)

t4.2 Category (x) f(x) Rel.f(x)

t4.3 Presence: Involved, active, and focused 32 38%

t4.4 Neutral and pleasant 14 17%

t4.5 Mediation for critical reasoning 13 15%

t4.6 Guides the interaction 10 12%

t4.7 Knowledgeable on the topic 6 7%

t4.8 Organization of map 4 5%

t4.9 Technical support 1 1%

t4.10 Other 5 6%

t4.11 Total 85 100%

t3.1 Table 3 Relative frequency of different reasons that were mentioned by ninth graders against teacher
moderation (N=23 pupils)

t3.2 Category (x) f(x) Rel.f(x) Examples

t3.3 Autonomous
thinking

9 39% “it keeps us from genuinely expressing our own opinions”

t3.4 Independent
problem solving

7 30% “cause the students should deal with the issue and solve it by
themselves without the teacher’s support”

t3.5 No added value 6 26% “it does not help”

t3.6 Peer interaction 4 17% “because that’s the essence of a discussion, that students discuss
among themselves, they are mature enough”

t3.7 Interference 3 13% Mentions interference without further specification

t3.8 Dunno... 3 13% Includes only responses that clearly stated so (blank responses not
included)
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501orchestrated by the teacher, our data support the interpretation that this is not the case
502during the discussion session itself.
503In both the higher and secondary education setting, students expect a good moderator to
504scaffold their reasoning and their knowledge construction and to keep the discussion
505focused. Other aspects of pedagogical support, however, such as providing expert advice
506and feedback (Lund 2004; Packham et al. 2006) were not mentioned (higher education
507sample) or explicitly called undesirable (secondary education sample). Some of the
508undergraduate students did stress, however, that an effective moderator needs sufficient
509background knowledge on the topic of discussion in order to be able to scaffold effectively.
510Students also mentioned aspects of social support, such as the importance of a good
511moderator to maintain a supportive relationship with the discussants, be objective, and
512create a pleasant atmosphere. These findings, combined with the reasons that the (mainly
513male) ninth graders mentioned for their resistance to teacher moderation, seem to
514emphasize the importance of teacher/tutor impartiality and objectivity. According to them,
515moderators should scaffold reasoning, without revealing or imposing any personal opinions
516on the discussion. Finally, the undergraduate sample particularly emphasized the need for
517active involvement on the part of the moderator. Moreover, they mentioned that an
518important prerequisite for active involvement is speed, needed to intervene and react to
519discussants in a timely manner.
520Thus, based on these students’ reported perceptions on effective moderation, the role of
521a human facilitator of synchronous group argumentation is rather complex and may even
522seem contradictory at times: (S)he should be involved but not impose personal opinions, (s)
523he should scaffold but not interfere, and (s)he should be supportive but also elicit critical
524thinking and reasoning. To further explore these first findings, we then turned to qualitative
525analyses of several moderated discussion maps to observe how different types of human
526tutor interventions impact the discussion.

527Part 2: The perceived and actual impact of different moderator interventions

528The activities in the graduate student sample produced four moderated discussion maps. As
529aforementioned, moderators in this sample were assigned peer tutors. They did not receive
530any specific pedagogical instructions on how to behave (intuitive moderation) but were
531given a week to prepare for the task. The question that was put up for discussion was as
532follows: “Technology in education: a complete waste of time?” No specific roles were
533assigned. Students were instructed to use and apply the knowledge that they had gathered
534during the course on educational technology. In particular, the students were encouraged to
535use their knowledge of scholarly texts that were part of the course syllabus and which
536presented positive or negative views concerning the role of technology in education.
537Protocol analyses focused on the identification of different types of moderator
538interventions. In addition, we also collected discussants’ evaluations of the moderation
539practices they experienced in their own sessions (see Method section). This enabled us to
540search for relations between actual moderation characteristics and students’ perception and
541evaluation of these.
542First attempts to analyze the different moderator interventions were guided by common
543distinctions in the literature as summarized by Lund (2004): pedagogical (both scaffolding
544and direct instruction), interactional, social, managerial, and technical support. For two out
545of the four moderators, the majority of interventions could be distinctively characterized as
546being of the pedagogical scaffolding type. However, neither the discrete interventions, nor
547the overall behavior of the other two moderators could be easily categorized to any of the
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548five different categories: Not only did they use a large variety of different moderation
549moves, the nature of some contributions was rather sophisticated and could not always be
550simply determined as being either of a pedagogical scaffolding, social, interactional,
551technical, or managerial type. Further inspection of the moderator interventions and of
552students’ responses to them led us to focus on the difference between two different types of
553scaffolding prompts for reasoning: low-content, or generic, and content-specific, or non-
554generic scaffolding prompts. This distinction will be further elaborated in the following
555sections in which we describe the practices of three out of the four moderators. When citing
556the verbatim of moderator contributions, we provide in parentheses their chronological
557number within a discussion. This will give the reader an impression of their timing and
558temporal spread.

559Moderator 1: Generic scaffolding prompts The first moderator posted six contributions to
560the discussion (25% of total number of contributions). All of them contained clearly
561identifiable pedagogical scaffolds meant to support the student’s understanding and
562reasoning by providing him/her with adequate prompts to lead the student to construct,
563deepen, and widen his/her knowledge. For example, she asked an individual discussant,
564who claimed that technology-enhanced instruction is important, the following question:
565“Can you give an example of successful technology-enhanced education?” (contribution 7).
566Other contributions were: “What do you mean?” (contribution 13), “Can you give an
567example?” (contribution 22), “Can you tell me of a positive aspect?” (contribution 18),
568“Elad, can you explain and maybe also elaborate?” (contribution 13), “Do you think that
569the students themselves should come up with new technology uses?” (contribution 30).
570The first five contributions are directed toward an individual discussant, whereas in the
571latter, she attempts to introduce a new direction to the discussion (without success). What
572typifies all these scaffolding prompts is that they are rather neutral and generic. That is,
573apart for the latter to some extent, they do not contain any specific reference to content or
574include new information. However, they are generic prompts meant to elicit further
575reasoning, deepening, elaboration, or examples.
576As for students’ responsiveness to these scaffolding prompts, two did not get any
577response (contributions 22 and 30) and two other prompts were linked to one other, albeit
578irrelevant contribution (13 and 18). The two remaining prompts managed to elicit relevant
579responses, four (contribution 7) and one (contribution 13) respectively. Note that the latter
580contribution included a personal reference (the discussant’s name) to the person the
581posting was referring to. However, in spite of these responses, she did not follow up on
582any of them. She did not reveal her own personal standpoint at any point during the
583discussion.
584In our short review of the literature on human support of student dialogue, it was shown
585that low-content, generic scaffolding prompts such as these, have been found to be
586particularly effective in promoting high-quality student dialogue, whether in one-on-one
587peer tutoring, small-group peer discussions or classroom discussions. However, in the
588synchronous discussion we described here, this type of generic scaffolding prompt was not
589appreciated and neither did it lead to a particularly productive discussion.
590The questionnaires that we administered immediately following the session revealed that
591the discussants were neither satisfied with this particular moderation style, nor with the
592quality of the discussion. They reported that this tutor was too passive, did not challenge
593them, did not steer the discussion enough, and that they did not really feel her presence.
594Similar responses were received from one of the two discussants that participated in the
595discussion moderated by the second “scaffolding-style” moderator.
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596Moderator 2: The devil’s advocate The second moderator was more active: He posted 10
597contributions (37% of the total number of map contributions). Moreover, he adopted a very
598unique style. At the start of the discussion, he posted three different contributions, each
599reflecting a different position toward the topic of discussion: “On the contrary, technology
600is very useful” (contribution 3), “Of course! Technology in education is a terrible waste of
601time!” (contribution 2), and “So, so” (contribution 4). These were posted immediately
602following the discussion topic; contributions 2 and 3 on the left and right side of the map,
603respectively, and the neutral position in the middle. By themselves, each of these postings
604could be regarded as a move of what has been termed participative moderation (Asterhan,
605submitted): The moderator does not actively guide the discussion but participates in the
606discussion as a regular, equal-status discussant. However, from the sharp differences of
607viewpoints that the moderator used in his contributions at different stages of the discussion,
608it is obvious that he posted these contributions to provoke reactions from the discussants
609(meant to support responsiveness) and frame the discussion (a managerial action of
610designing the discussion environment). Also, by posting different, contradictory stand-
611points, he seemed to signal that he expects the group discussion to be critical and
612dialectical.
613Only 2 of his 10 contributions were generic: In one instance, he made an organizational
614move by recommending that the discussant write shorter titles and place the content in the
615text area. The other concerned a generic scaffolding prompt: When he was asked to
616elaborate on contribution 2, he responded with “You are invited to propose reasons against
617technology.” No response was received.
618At first glance, each of the remaining eight moderator’s interventions should be
619categorized as testifying of a participative style, according to which the moderator actively
620participates in the discussion and reveals his personal standpoints as an equal-status
621discussant. However, when this surface is scratched off, it becomes obvious that he is not
622actually revealing and defending his own personal standpoint, but has purposefully adopted
623a moderator strategy best described as playing the devil’s advocate: He challenged claims or
624reasons proposed by discussants by doubting the relevance of the supporting reason, hinting
625at an example that could prove otherwise, or posing a challenging question. For example,
626when one of the discussants raised the point that technology implementations are too time
627consuming and take a lot of practice, he responded with “It also takes a lot of time and
628practice to [learn how to] drive a car...” (contribution 12). When another participant
629proposed that computers are important in science education to give “concrete” examples for
630subject matter that is difficult to teach, he questioned whether computer simulations can be
631considered “real” or concrete examples (contribution 20).
632Students’ responsiveness to this moderator’s contributions was relatively high: Sixty-six
633percent of the total number of links that the discussants created were drawn between their
634own and the moderator’s contributions. However, in spite of their appearance as “innocent”
635discussant contributions, Moderator 2 purposefully steered the discussion in a certain
636direction by adopting a devil’s advocate moderation style that stimulated and scaffolded
637critical reasoning. More importantly, and in contrast to the generic, content-free scaffolding
638prompts of Moderator 1, these content-specific prompts succeeded in encouraging
639discussants to clarify their standpoints and articulate rebuttals to his challenges, thus
640improving the overall quality of reasoning in this discussion.
641The discussants’ evaluations of the moderator and the discussion were very positive: He
642was referred to as an “excellent” to a “good” moderator, who related to all the discussants,
643elicited explanations, and was involved in the discussion.
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644Moderator 3: Personalized scaffolding and the importance of involvement The third
645moderator also posted 10 contributions during the session (33% of the total number of
646contributions). She used a variety of moves: At the start of the session, she posted a
647message that was meant to encourage participation (“Guys, where are you?”), a move of
648interaction support. In contributions 5 and 12, she attempted to deepen the discussants’
649reasoning with generic scaffolding prompts: “Do you agree with that?” (contribution 5) and
650“Question: Can you give an example of what you are referring to?” (contribution 12). She
651received no responses to these prompts.
652In contrast, three other scaffolding prompts (contributions 7, 14, and 17) were of a
653content-specific type and elicited their intended reactions from discussants. One even
654triggered a quite long and interesting thread of 12 contributions in the discussion map: In
655contribution 3, one of the discussants claimed that stating that the implementation of
656technology in education is a waste of time is a superficial statement that has to be proven
657empirically. The moderator reacted to this argument with a question shape that included the
658following text: “So... are you saying [claim] that if we don’t start using technology, then
659there is no progress in education?” (contribution 7). She did not ask the student to elaborate
660or clarify in a generic manner. Instead, she “revoiced” the student contributions (Resnick et
661al. 2010): She took the liberty to interpret the contribution as she may have understood it
662and asked the student whether this is what he meant, anchoring her request in a particular
663framework of meaning. This provoked an immediate reaction: The discussant explained his
664standpoint in a more articulate and elaborative manner and started a long sequence of
665reasoned argumentation between three individuals (two discussants and the moderator).
666Another example of effective content-specific scaffolding is found in the following
667excerpt: In contribution 13, one discussant posted the argument that “[i]t is possible that the
668improvement in learning outcomes is caused by the enhanced experience, and not
669necessarily by the technology itself. Therefore, you can have similar learning effects
670through learning through experience, without the technology, such as theatre.” The
671moderator reacts to this argument with a question shape (contribution 17): “But Yasmin,
672what do you mean with ‘aspects of experience’? Cause this can be understood as the
673experience from the teacher’s or the student’s perspective.” Yasmin answers the question,
674upon which the moderator emphasizes the effect of the teachers’ motivation on student
675learning, and so on. Again, the moderator did not choose to post a generic request for
676clarification, but a content-specific prompt with a specific, personalized request for
677clarification that also introduced a new perspective on the topic of discussion. It elicited an
678immediate and appropriate reaction and led into an animate conversation thread.
679Four other moderator contributions (contributions 9, 21, 26, and 29) were identified as
680being of the involved type, in which the moderator clearly acted as one of the discussants
681and actively participated in the discussion by articulating and defending her own position,
682albeit in a gentle and non-confrontational manner.
683The discussants’ evaluations of this moderator were also very positive (from good to
684excellent). They emphasized the fact that she aided in raising awareness to certain
685contributions in the map, stimulated the discussion, opened up new perspectives, was active
686and responsive, and expressed her personal opinion.

687Discussion Whereas the distinctions between different types of human support proposed by
688Lund (2004) may be helpful in emphasizing certain aspects of moderation over others in
689different contexts, using it as a basis for analyzing discrete moderation moves within a
690discussion proved to be less satisfactory. Even though, in some instances, it proved possible
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691to successfully categorize a certain intervention as an act of, for example, pedagogical
692mediation, orchestrating the interaction, or a managerial move, the discussion map
693protocols revealed that too often a moderator’s move seemed to serve several goals at
694once. We, therefore, believe that different categorization schemes should be developed.
695We then turned our attention to the distinction between generic, low-content and content-
696specific types of moderator scaffolding prompts: Qualitative analyses showed that the use
697of generic scaffolding prompts in this synchronous environment were not appreciated by
698discussants and often did not elicit the expected responses from discussants. Content-
699specific prompts, on the other hand, were more effective in this respect. The two
700discussions in which moderators received high student ratings and in which student
701responsiveness to moderators’ interventions was high were characterized by a mixture of
702involved and scaffolding styles, in which the moderators were active discussion
703contributors, qualitatively as well as quantitatively.
704In light of these findings, we revisited the Gil et al. (2007) data on pedagogical
705scaffolding support and found similar results: Generic types of pedagogical scaffolding
706prompts did not receive any linked response, whereas content-specific prompts did. This
707finding may also explain the difficulty of obtaining results reported in other studies. For
708example, Veerman et al. (2000) compared the effect of two different peer coaching
709approaches on dyadic synchronous argumentation in a chat-based environment. The two
710approaches differed with regard to their goals (a focus on improving argumentation
711structure vs. argumentation strength), but were similar in form: Both included a set of low-
712content, generic scaffolding prompts. When compared to an un-coached, control condition,
713no significant differences in discussion quality were detected.
714Interestingly, the literature on F2F tutoring and teacher-led classroom discussions has
715repeatedly shown the advantages of low-content, generic scaffolding prompts: For example,
716they have been found to be typical of productive tutoring (Chi et al. 2001) and productive
717teacher scaffolding of small-group and classroom reasoning (Gillies 2004; Resnick et al.
7182010; Wegerif 1996; Yackel 2002). Even though, at this point, we can only speculate on the
719reasons for this difference, we would like to suggest several possibilities which could form
720the basis for future research:
721From a cognitive point of view, explicitness and specificity may increase the salience of
722the moderator’s messages. Among others, it has been argued that the lack of nonverbal cues
723in computer-mediated communication (CMC) increases the need for clear articulation
724(Walther 1996). If the mere lack of nonverbal information is the cause for the potential
725difference in tutor prompt effectiveness, then studies in synchronous and asynchronous
726CMC formats should yield similar findings when compared to F2F settings. In addition, the
727fast pace of synchronous e-discussions and the simultaneous postings by different
728discussants may significantly reduce the amount of cognitive resources that an individual
729discussant is able and willing to invest in trying to comprehend the moderator’s behavior.
730Finally, similar to discussion boards and discussion forums, communication in Digalo is
731visually organized and threaded by discussion topic. This is quite different from, for
732example, F2F and CHAT-mediated communication which is organized by chronological
733order only. Thus, the different participants in a diagram-based or discussion board
734discussion will often not share the same focus of attention at the same time, even if the
735communication format is synchronous. It is likely that at any given point in time, different
736discussants are engaging in different discussion threads in different parts of the map. As a
737result, a considerable amount of time may have passed between the original posting of a
738contribution and the actual reading of the moderator’s reaction to that contribution.
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739In F2F settings, the participants are commonly sharing a focus of attention and are
740building on the content of the immediately preceding dialogue contributions. A teacher or
741tutor encouraging a student to further elaborate and explicate his/her thinking is easily
742understood within the context and flow of the interaction. In an online, threaded discussion,
743where students are “hopping” from thread to thread, a line of common reasoning is often
744discontinued and then later on picked up again by the same individual. It is not unlikely that
745the teacher/tutor intervention will have to be more content-specific to “draw” the student
746back into that flow of interaction and act upon his/her scaffolding attempts.
747We would also like to suggest a more socially oriented account of the preference for a
748more involved and content-specific prompting. When moderating within the end-user
749environment, the moderator’s contributions not only persist on-screen, but also remain an
750integrative part of the discussion, existing side by side with the other postings. It is,
751therefore, quite possible that they are regarded by others as part of the common product that
752is constructed by all participants, for which all share a common responsibility, and to which
753all should contribute. By remaining detached and posting generic scaffolds, moderators are
754likely to be perceived as showing, in an ostensive way, their lack of participation and
755contribution to the discussion. In this context, discussants not only failed to respond to
756generic prompts, but also reported feeling annoyed with them because they were interpreted
757as reflecting persisting detachment and lack of interest.
758Thus, according to this account, different designs for moderator-discussant interaction
759may yield different results: For example, it is possible that if the moderator comments will
760be communicated through a separate channel, instead of being posted and persisting within
761the discussion map itself, generic scaffolding prompts and orchestrating types of moderator
762interventions may prove to be more effective and/or appreciated by discussants. We intend
763to further explore these potential differences in future research.

764General conclusions

765The studies we presented in this paper constitute a first step in a design research program
766aimed at investigating and promoting a new practice in classrooms: human guidance of
767synchronous, collective e-argumentation. As an educational practice, human guidance of
768synchronous discussions in co-located settings such as classrooms is mainly envisioned
769rather than realized. An exploratory approach was, therefore, adopted. The findings we
770reported on here focused on moderation effectiveness, which was addressed in two
771manners: 1) assessment of students’ perspectives on human guidance of synchronous
772dialogical argumentation, and 2) identification of more and less effective moderation moves
773through analyses of online discussion protocols.
774So, what is or should be considered effective human guidance of collective e-
775argumentation in a synchronous communication format? First of all, the findings presented
776in this paper seem to indicate that many discussants expect active involvement from the
777side of the instructor-moderator and do not respond to, nor appreciate generic scaffolding
778prompts. This finding, together with the reports of junior high school and graduate students
779on what they consider effective moderation, reveal a rather complex picture on what
780constitutes and is perceived as effective guidance in this synchronous discussion format:
781Instructor interventions that are meant to orchestrate and regulate the interactional aspects
782of the activity were not frequently used, did not receive responses, and were not mentioned
783as crucial for effective moderation. Scaffolding reasoning and knowledge construction, on
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784the other hand, were considered very important, but only when accomplished in a non-
785intrusive manner.
786However, when moderators adopted a style of non-intrusive scaffolding that is known to
787be effective in F2F settings (e.g., Chi et al. 2001; Yackel 2002), that is, by using generic
788scaffolding prompts, this was neither welcomed, nor effective. Moreover, tutor moderators,
789who received many responses and who were particularly appreciated, actually “disguised”
790their moderation strategies, so that they appeared as regular participants who actively
791contributed to the dialogue.
792It may be concluded then, that the role of e-moderators in synchronous peer discussions
793within educational settings appears to be a complex one. Moreover, students have different
794and, at times, even apparently contradictory expectations from them. Because teacher
795moderation of synchronous, co-located student discussions is a novel practice, a certain
796amount of confusion and contradiction might be expected, since students and moderators
797apply expectations from other instructional practices to the new situation. However, our
798findings, first and foremost, show that instructional practices that have been found to be
799effective in other communication formats (e.g., asynchronous, face-to-face) cannot be
800simply transferred to synchronous communication formats. Future research should focus on
801the impact of these different communication formats on interpersonal behavior, commu-
802nication, and instructional practices.
803These first indications concerning the effectiveness and appropriateness of different
804scaffolding styles (generic scaffolding and disguised, involved scaffolding) should be
805investigated in future studies to further explore their impact on peer argumentation.
806Moreover, research is needed to see whether these first findings can be generalized to
807teacher moderation practices in secondary school settings and to other online discussion
808environments. It remains to be seen, for example, how high school students will receive and
809perceive teacher moderation in a devil’s advocate style. As mentioned by Walker (2004),
810this strategy could be effective as long as students perceive it as a “game tactic” rather than
811the teacher imposing his/her own view.
812At the beginning of this paper, we mentioned that the studies reported here are part of a
813larger design research program in which we investigate the feasibility of a new practice, the
814moderation of synchronous e-discussions in learning settings. As a first step in this
815endeavor, we presented empirical findings that highlight several ways in which moderation
816in these formats may be quite different then in other formats of communication, such as
817F2F and asynchronous, distant communication. The next step in the design research
818program has been to develop a new environment that alleviates the difficulties that
819moderators encounter by providing them with a separate Moderator Interface, that enables
820them to: a) monitor several discussions simultaneously with the help of awareness tools,
821dialogue analysis tools, and an alerting mechanism; and b) to send easily distinguishable
822messages to individual or multiple discussants through separate communication channels
823(see Q3Schwarz and Asterhan 2010, for further descriptions). This tool was developed in
824collaboration with different pedagogical and technical teams within the ARGUNAUT
825project (e.g., De Groot et al. 2007; Hoppe et al. 2009; Q4McLaren et al. 2010; Wegerif et al.
8262010). Based on the studies reported here, the participants in the Argunaut system
827hypothesized that moderating discussions through a separate Moderator Interface may
828significantly change the style and strategies that moderators will adopt, as well as what is
829perceived as effective moderation. It may lead moderators to reflect on discussions as
830objects to reach their educational goals. The awareness tools that highlight certain aspects
831of the interaction may help the teacher focus on learning processes in students, something
832that has been found extremely difficult in face-to-face class discussions (e.g., Yackel 2002).
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833Secondly, the separate channel of communication through which the instructor can send
834messages to target students without traces in the discussion map itself may lead them to
835adopt a more non-intrusive, orchestrating style of moderation, without reducing moderation
836effectiveness. For example, in such an environment where the instructor’s messages do not
837persist in the discussion map, generic scaffolding prompts may prove to be quite effective.
838In other words, future implementations of newly developed tools in authentic learning
839settings will show how the constraints and affordances of different environments shape the
840development of new moderation practices. In addition to such descriptions, more research is
841needed to explore the effectiveness of different types and style of human guidance on actual
842learning gains. For this to be accomplished, however, researchers need to overcome several
843methodological hurdles, because human guidance of group processes is inherently
844interactive: Whereas different types of guidance may indeed affect group processes, the
845moderator will adapt his/her behavior and techniques based on his/her perception of the
846needs of the group and its individual members.
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